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INTRODUCTION
On what concerns to the Thredbo Forum discussions´ perspectives, Hensher (2007) presents a
couple of challenging thoughts which are related to different levels of the current praxis.
These thoughts bring into the spotlight both methodological and application levels, and try to
point a brand-new (or, maybe, a not-so-brand-new) perspective for transport studies and
practice.
On highlighting directives as such: (i) design products for the right role; (ii) differentiate on
the basis of service and not mode; and (iii) design from the results backwards, Hensher (2007)
turns the current practice upside-down in the seek for better and effective results from
transport planning and practice.
When results are put in first, we assume, at least unconsciously, there is a teleological drive
on transport issues. By “teleological drive”, we mean that something has a reason, a purpose
by which it is determined and shaped. Gigch (2002) supports the teleological approach as
being fundamentally related to social/human sciences. In this sense, the very nature of
transport science is put into doubt, at least to some scientific communities that fundamentally
take it for natural science.
The consequences are deeper than imagined on first-thought. It implies a change on
traditional vision that shatters transport into specific and sometimes “exclusive” technologies
without seeing (or seeking) the required synergy the different transport solutions should
constitute. That change of perspective has become a necessity as complexity of transport
phenomena increases.
In this paper, we accept Hensher´s challenge by trying to build a objective-oriented
(teleological) framework for transport planning that could: (i) establish a set of results which
have to be sought by the transport sector; (ii) not be mode oriented, thus allowing an inclusive

solution approach; and (iii) restrict results to what can be expected from transport planning
and practice.
This framework starts from classic and commonly accepted objectives as Mobility, Transport
Efficacy and Efficiency to specify main issues that contribute to each of these aspects. This
framework is also a powerful tool on designing information and decision support systems,
structuring a knowledge-base, and on designing strategies on transport improvement in order
to deal, among other issues, with the problem of social exclusion.
SUPPORTING THE TELEOLOGICAL APPROACH TO TRANSPORT STUDIES
The strong technological bias of Transport Studies is well-known. It was born in the cradle of
Engineering, and most of its development came from that field of research. For a long time it
seemed enough, even though, from time to time, few observations pointed out problems with
theories and fundamentals that served as base to scientific and technological research in the
area (Vasconcellos, 1996, Burden, 2001). Despite the appointed issues have been persuasive,
they were disregarded, or put into ‘standby’, as results achieved by the traditional engineering
approach were useful to practical purposes. According to Kuhn (1970), this period is called
‘normal science’ and it’s strongly supported by a paradigm widely accepted by the scientific
community.
In time, these observations led to the idea that the Transport field was not an isolated
engineering sub-branch, but a multidisciplinary field of studies. On this new paradigm,
transport became a much more complex phenomenon that required new different approaches.
(Vasconcellos, 1996, Burden, 2001) When the old paradigm was put into doubt, and more and
more researchers started to seek for new ones, the Transport Studies field entered in a state
that Khun (1970) called ‘Scientific Revolution’.
In the last decades, few candidates to paradigm have emerged and vanished, and we have not
yet come to consolidate a new one. In this period, different branches of studies have emerged,
ie. Transport Geography, Sociology, Psychology, Planning, Regulation etc. Each one has
specific approaches but lacking integration with each other. We point out the duality natural
vs. social science that is still not solved in the Transport field of studies as one of the reasons
for this.
As a proposal, we will support that Transport Studies are more suitable to social sciences than
to natural sciences, as we understand this as a more useful approach into integrating
meaningfully the branches of Transport Studies.
Social vs Natural Sciences: Which one is more suitable?
In order to proceed to the proposal of this paper, the nature of transport studies must be
addressed. Here, we will support that transport sciences is more suitable to social sciences
domains than to physical’s. For that, this section brings two different points of view into
perspective: one of natural sciences; and other of social sciences. These distinctions are
presented by Gigch (2002a And 2002b).
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Figure 1. Differences between Physical science and Social sciences domains.
Adapted from Gigch (2002a and 2002b)
According to Figure 1, one difference between physical and social sciences domains is that
the later is purposeful and goal-seeking. This means that for each phenomenon there is a
purpose, intention, a goal that determines its existence.
On recent studies, this characteristic has been increasingly related to transport. When Hensher
(2007) points out the need to design transportation systems from results backwards, he takes
this principle into account. Also, the intuitive notion that transport happens to fit individuals
and social needs corroborates with this same notion. Furthermore, when every OD survey
collects data about the purpose of each trip (ie work, study, leisure etc) in order to estimate
demand for transport services, it assumes that transport has a reason to happen.
About knowledge representation, physical sciences domains only work with mathematical
models, while social sciences domains also uses heuristic models to represent reality. Traffic
engineering, maybe one of the most math-driven fields on transport studies, has been using
heuristic modelling for a long time since. It has even included artificial life models (ie.
Cellular Automata) to simulate different traffic phenomena.
Finally, about the concept of truth, social sciences recognize that judgments and consequences
on recipients are very important, and it’s normally related to what is taken as true or false,
useful or not. On transport studies and practice, the formalization of the so-called ‘adequate
service’ (Magalhães et all, 2007) bounds together the goal-driven characteristic and the
importance of judgement and consequences on recipients. Thus, moral issues and subjective
factors are important to transport studies.

Based on the arguments presented on this section, we sustain that Transport is more suitable
to social sciences domains issues and methods than to physical sciences domains’. And here,
we agree with Hensher (2007), and stress the teleological (objective-oriented) approach to
deal with transport issues.
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In order to develop a teleological framework, key-concept and definitions must be set. This
will provide a common-ground to the discussion that follows.
Transport as Intentional Phenomenon
Otherwise we might think, the definition of transport is not consensual. If a couple of
transport technicians were to be asked ‘what is transport?’, the answer would probably differ
from one and other. Some books define transport as ‘movement of people and goods’
(Morlock, 1978). Other papers define transport by some of its characteristics, but it is not a
definition. As consequence, transport studies sometimes fail on clearly defining its object, and
many times invade other fields of study by claiming their multidisciplinary character.
On first sought, it would not be a problem as it could be interpreted as a widening of the
current vision and theories to better deal with transport problems. But, as it fails on clearly
defining its object, the field of study ends up mixed with other fields and losing its identity,
which is not good.
So it is necessary to state ‘what transport is’, and thus ‘what it is not’, in order to properly
develop the teleological framework intended here.
As presented on the previous section, the goal-seeking and purposeful characteristic of
transport is recognized, even in a non-conscious fashion, on many specialized papers and
works (Magalhães et al, 2007). And so, this intentional property is a key-factor to distinguish
what transport is amongst different kinds of movements. Figure 2 presents a simplified
taxonomy of movements.

Figure 2. Simplified Taxonomy for Movements
In Figure 2, movements are divided into two main branches: non-intentional and intentional
movements.
Non-intentional movements are those whose reason cannot be observed. It is not possible to
answer the question ‘What does this happen for?’. Examples of this kind of movements are:
water flow, movements of planets, a falling rock, etc. These phenomena are object of physical
sciences.
Intentional movements are those whose reason is possible to be observed. Note that, “to be
possible to observe” do not implies ‘it is easy to be done’. In general, it is a very complex task
to map a reasoning chain and to identify all the agents involved. Examples of these
movements are: flow of communication, energy transmission, movements of people and
goods, etc. In this case, transport is the intentional movement of goods and people.
As previously referred, social sciences domains have purposeful and goal-seeking nature, to
what theories and tools used on the physical sciences domains are far from enough. And,
being so, the development of a teleological framework becomes coherent and useful.
General Transport Semantic Structure
As intentional nature of transport is accepted, some implications must be observed. Some
points must be highlighted:
•
•
•
•
•
•

transport is an action, and so, there must be a subject and an object;
the intention that guides transport is the subject’s intention;
the transport object is what is needed to satisfy subject’s needs;
the subject itself does not necessarily carries the object;
the relation between subject and object in the transport process is mediated;
the transport happens in a context, which influences and is influenced by
transport.

Given that, a general transport semantic structure is presented below (Figure 3).

Figure 3. General Transport Semantic Structure
Observing the provided structure, the following points can be depicted:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport has a purpose, a goal;
The act of transporting involves a subject and an object;
The relation between the subject and the Object is mediated by the means of
transport;
The Subject needs the transport of the Object in order to satisfy its needs;
The Subject activates the Means of Transport (understood as a ‘tool’);
The Means of Transports moves the object, according to Subject’s instructions;
A Transport System is an instance of the Means of Transport.

Now, the definition of transport objectives is needed in order to build a tool for transport
planning and evaluation.
The Core Transport Planning Objectives
The limits of the results that can be expected from transport planning must be made clear, if
an objective-oriented approach is adopted in Transport Planning. Otherwise, someone could
establish commitments that could not be achieved by transport initiatives: for example, one
could set local economic development, or even life quality improvement, as a result for a
transport project or plan. It is clear that these results need multisectorial initiatives and
synergy. In other words, results must be compatible with the power of action, and the results
must also be socially relevant.
What is sought here is the building of a teleological framework that could help both planning
and evaluation processes. By defining a set of coherent results that can be (and should be)
expected from transport planning, it becomes more effective and efficient. This happens as
problems become more clearly identified, and the corresponding actions are better developed.

Now, core-results from transportation planning must be set. The most common
results/objectives related to Transport Planning are (TCRP, 2004;Hensher, 2007; Magalhães
et al,2007; Vasconcellos, 1996).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessibility;
Efficacy;
Efficiency;
Availability;
Safety;
Security;
Mobility;
Reliability.

Although these objectives are quite frequent on the existing bibliography, the extension of
each of these concepts is poorly defined. This allows superpositions to occur. Yet, many of
these concepts are categorically connected (composition connection or a causal/deterministic
connection) but the relationships among them are not clear.
The framework proposed starts with 3 core-objectives for transport planning: (1) Mobility; (2)
Efficacy; and, (3) Efficiency. Each one of them will be further detailed in the next section,
along with the explanation of the teleological framework.
THE TELEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
Pre-Requisites for Understanding the Framework
In order to develop the framework, the general transport semantic structure was taken as a
start point. On the transport process (Figure 4), it is required to understand that:
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation planning actions can be designed to change either the Transport
Subject, the object or the means of transport;
The decision for transporting or not is a Transport Subject’s decision;
The Means of Transport are what move the Object from one place to another;
The Means of Transport are what determines the efficiency of the process;
Subject and Object are outside the Means of Transport;

Teleological Framework Level 0: The Core-Objectives
Three different aspects were chosen as core-objectives: (1) Mobility; (2) Efficacy; and, (3)
Efficiency. The relationships among them are presented below (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Teleological Framework Level 0: Core-Objectives
First, Figure 4 can be read as follows:
•
•
•

Transport planning changes transport conditions;
Transport Planning has objectives;
Transport Objectives are: mobility, transport efficacy and transport efficiency.

Mobility is the capacity of something to be transported (Magalhães&Yamashita, 2006). Thus,
this is an Object’s property, not Subject’s. However, it depends on properties of the Subject,
Object and the Means of Transport (henceforth, just referred as ‘transport system’). Next, this
concept will be further detailed.
Transport Efficacy means that, when transport happens, it is successful. In a theoretical ideal
state of mobility, every single object (people or goods) can be transported when needed.
However, this does not mean the transport process is successful. This idea of success on
transport process is related to the term ‘efficacy’. Later in this text, this definition will be
detailed.
At last, Transport Efficiency follows the classic definition of efficiency, and means the
transport process provides maximum products with minimum inputs. In a hypothetical
situation, there could be mobility and efficacy, but no efficiency at all. This final dimension
tries to guarantee that the process is the best possible.

Teleological Framework Level 1a: The Mobility Objective
As previously referred, mobility is the property of the objects that can be transported. In the
transportation process the relationship between the Transport Subject and the Object is
mediated by the Means of Transport. Thus, accessibility must be considered in two different
dimensions: the Subject’s accessibility to Means of Transport and Object’s accessibility to the
Means of Transport.
By definition, the Transport Subject is the agent that needs the displacement of the Object in
order to satisfy his/her needs (here, the specification of ‘needs’ is not relevant). The Subject
activates the Means of Transport in order to achieve the desired results (the transportation
of the Object).
The Means of Transport are tools used by the Transport Subject in order to move the
Object. It is composed of agents, procedures, equipments, and other elements.
The Transport Object is what is displaced in the transportation process.
Given that, accessibility can be generally defined as the possibility of a relationship to
happen. Thus, Subject’s accessibility to means of transport is the possibility of the means
of transport to be activated by the Subject. Issues that could affect this accessibility are:
payment capacity, product’s market competitiveness, temporal availability of the services, etc.
On the other hand, the Object’s accessibility to Means of Transport is the possibility the
means of transport to move the object in an adequate fashion. Determinant factors to this kind
of accessibility are: spatial availability of transport services, transportation system-object
compatibility (including comfort issues), system capacity and others.

Figure 5. Teleological Framework Level 1a: The Mobility Objective
In order to provide mobility conditions, the transport planner has to focus on these two
dimensions of accessibility. However, mobility provision is not enough to provide what we
could call ‘good transport’. This is because mobility only grasps the possibility for
transportation to happen. So, its effective accomplishment is not covered. This is why the next
dimension is important: the Transport Efficacy.
Teleological Framework Level 1b: The Transport Efficacy Objective
As previously seen, the Mobility Objective guarantees that the transport can happen, but this
does not assures it is well done. The Transport Efficacy Objective puts this concern into

grasp. ‘Good transport’ is, beyond mobility issues, the one which: has tempestivity; maintains
object’s integrity; and is assertive.
By definition, Tempestivity is the property of the transport that happens on time. Punctuality
issues are related to this factor. In other words, opportunities may be missed if a trip doesn’t
happen on the programmed time schedule, and so, transport loses it effectiveness (to satisfy,
or to help satisfying, subject’s needs). That’s why this factor is important for efficacy
evaluation.
The second issue is the Object’s Integrity. ‘Good transport’ does not damage what it carries,
be it cargo or people. So, Object’s integrity is the maintenance of transport object’s
properties during the trip. This is a requirement to which transport must comply. This concern
involves transportation safety and security, both common issues on any transportation plan.
Otherwise, one could evaluate the transport during which people die, or get hurt, as effective,
and this is counterintuitive.
Finally, transport must take an object from the origin and take it to the right destination. This
property is called Assertivity. It is an intuitive notion that transport has to move the object
from a specific origin to a specific destination. When this does not happen, it is assumed that
the cargo got lost in the process, and the user does not get satisfied. Again, this last point is
also important to Efficacy’s evaluation.

Figure 6. Teleological Framework Level 1b: The Efficacy Objective
The efficacy issues complied, we get to the last dimension: Transport Efficiency. In a
transport context, it is possible to have mobility, the transport may be effective, but the
process could be inefficient. Because of that, in order to achieve a good transport condition
we assume that efficiency conditions must be also be met.
Teleological Framework Level 1c: The Transport Efficiency Objective
The last objective aimed by transport planning is Efficiency. As this is a very broad concept it
must be further detailed to make it possible to have any operational meaning and utility.
The general concept of efficiency is the provision of maximum results/products/output with
minimum resources/inputs. In this sense, this concept seems to be restricted to the production
process. However, when dealing with transport (and other economic activities) efficiency
effects are only broadly perceived when market efficiency is achieved.

So, it is proposed that, on dealing with transport it is required to address both market’s
efficiency and production efficiency.
Transport Market Efficiency is deals with the competitiveness of transport services. It could
include: service prices (both for transport services and infrastructure ones); market structure
and regulation, amongst other issues.
Transport Production Efficiency is the provision of maximum transport with minimum
resources. This concept was also widened to grasp environmental issues. So, it must include:
transport services’ production costs; infrastructures’ production costs and environmental
externalities.
If both these objectives are achieved, it is possible to say there are efficient transport
processes. Along with the other two objectives previously referred, it is possible to achieve a
‘good transport’ state. The benefits and application of this approach are presented in next
section.

Figure 7. Teleological Framework Level 1c: The Efficiency Objective

BENEFITS AND APPLICATIONS
The adoption of a teleological framework can bring different benefits to transport planning
activities.
Some of the benefits and applications of the teleological framework are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structuring transport analysis and planning;
Defining issues to build a diagnostic;
Providing a scope of themes for database modelling;
Indicators development;
Planning programs and evaluation;
Information system design;
Bringing public and technicians closer, as it deals with socially sensible results;
etc.

Despite listed in a general fashion here, the benefits provided by this framework are already
being observed in its application to the development of an Indicators Systems for
Government’s Transportation Programs in Brazil. This project is to be finished and
conclusive material is yet to be produced.
This structure was also tested on a Planning Workshop, along with the Transportation
Ministry in Brazil, whose objective was the development of the new sectorial Plan for 20082011. All the results provided are yet to be implemented.
Other applications in progress are: Data Warehouse specification; Transportation Information
Systems; and OLAP dimension design (including prototype).
FINAL COMMENTS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The main issue on adopting this structure is to assume the teleological drive of the transport
studies field. As presented earlier, many researchers have provided elements that support this
argument, even on a non-systematic manner (Hensher, 2007, Burden, 2001; Magalhães et al
(2007); Vasconcellos, 1996).
Although the framework has already provided results, further research is still needed. For
example, each objective (mobility, efficacy and efficiency) and its sub elements must be
detailed and specified. Restriction of each concept will help to develop a more clear scope for
database development, indicators development, and performance evaluation.
Special attention should be dedicated to Transport Efficiency that includes market efficiency
and transport production efficiency.
Another problem that must be addressed is the lack of a transport framework: ontology of
transport. This should constitute a primary structure for development of a knowledge base for
integrating different research and practical initiatives. Benefits would vary from better
knowledge and information dissemination through comprehensive modelling of reality. This
ontology should be comprehensive enough to be compatible with both macro and micro
scales, and ready to be coupled with other related ontological models.
Finally, the teleological framework comes as an answer for Hensher’s challenge (Hensher,
2007) to plan and build transport systems from the results backwards. That’s what it is: a set
of meaningful and socially relevant issues and objectives to what transportation must comply
in order to satisfy the needs that determine its existence.
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